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Abstract
This study looks at the Informal Reasoning profiles of state high school students in the Demak Regency. Informal Reasoning is a type of thinking used by students in considering socio-scientific issues, which involves considering causation, pros and cons, and alternatives. The research was conducted at 10 state high schools in Demak Regency using the Proportionate Stratified Random Sampling method. The research data was obtained through tests in the form of multiple-choice questions and essays that tested students’ mastery of Informal Reasoning regarding issues such as HIV-AIDS, GMOs, and cloning. The results showed the rational pattern with a percentage of 48.40%, the emotive pattern was 27.46%, and the lowest pattern is in the intuitive pattern with a percentage of 24.24%. Among the several factors that influence reasoning include personal experience, social considerations, which can come from educational, economic, or religious aspects, moral-ethical considerations, and their attention to technological developments as they are involved in social and technological issues, seen to be influential.
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A. Introduction

Based on technological developments, the 21st-century education system that is currently developing is increasingly important to ensure students have learning skills, skills in using IT (Information and Technology), skills in social relations and communication, working together, and solving problems by thinking critically (Rahmah, 2008). Therefore, students are more active in the process of technological development. Education is a conscious and planned effort to create a learning atmosphere and learning process so that students actively develop their potential. Education currently places more emphasis on critical thinking that prioritizes students as subjects in learning. Students' critical thinking can be applied to one of them with science education (ALBOIN, 2021). Science education is seen as an initial step to train students to think more critically, creatively, and logically and take the initiative in dealing with the development of science.

Knowledge of science or Natural Sciences (IPA) (Wisudawati & Sulistyowati, 2022) is a development process in various aspects of life to prepare students with a high intellectual level by understanding science and have multidimensional competencies to overcome all kinds of life challenges independently, intelligently, critically, rationally, and relevant. Therefore, to meet the demands of improving the quality of science education, it is necessary to prepare quality students as well.

However, the reality on the ground shows that the quality of education, especially science in Indonesia, still needs to be improved. As an example of the results of evaluating student abilities nationally, data on the results of the Demak Regency National Science Examination results from the Kemendikbud have experienced a decline in the last two years. In the 2016/2017 school year, the average score was 49.16; in the 2017/2018 academic year, the average score dropped to 48.92. In full, we can see the quality of Natural Sciences (IPA) education in Indonesia, seen from the Trend in International Mathematics and Science Study report (2011), which shows that in 2003, especially in science, Indonesia was ranked 36th out of 45. In 2007 Indonesia was ranked 35th out of 49, and in 2011 Indonesia was ranked 40th out of 42 countries. The lowest average
percentage achieved by Indonesian students is in the cognitive domain, with a reasoning level of 26% (Rosnawati, 2013). Indonesian students are generally weak in all content and cognitive aspects, both mathematics and science. Based on this statement, it can be seen that the high-level thinking skills of Indonesian students, especially in science, are still relatively low. Students still cannot address scientific problems that exist in the surrounding environment. Students still have conjectural thoughts related to an existing problem.

According to Wardani and Rumiati (2011), one of the causes of the low reasoning of Indonesian students is that they are generally less trained in solving questions with characteristics such as the questions on TIMMS whose substance is contextual, reasoning, argumentation, and creativity in solving problems. Problem-solving is based on cognitive activity in learning. According to Piaget, cognitive learning takes place based on the individual's mental structure, which develops according to the level of one's cognitive development. The higher the level of a person's cognitive development, the higher the ability and skills in processing various information or knowledge he receives from the environment towards problem-solving. Problem-solving cannot be separated from the reasoning process. Reasoning is a mental process that allows people to build new representations of existing knowledge.

This reasoning includes cognitive processing to solve problems by drawing conclusions based on logical rules or rational procedures (“Handb. Educ. Psychol.,” 2012). Students reasoning abilities will increase if students can build their knowledge through an in-depth understanding of learning activities in class. Students deep understanding of learning activities will be applicable in everyday life. According to Moore and Rubbo (2012), scientific reasoning has an important role in problem-solving. Students who have high problem-solving skills can have an impact on achieving more optimal student learning outcomes. Students with good scientific reasoning can solve everyday problems and make the right decisions using scientific concepts. Scientific reasoning is a cognitive skill necessary for understanding and evaluating scientific information, which often involves understanding and evaluating theoretical, statistical,
and causal hypotheses. Therefore, educational research focuses on the development and assessment of student learning, which captures two components of construction: formal and informal reasoning. Students tend to be more active in scientific reasoning with problems in the surrounding environment and social issues (Bao et al., 2009).

Some educational experts argue, such as Means & Voss (Venville, Grady J. Dawson, 2010), that the type of thinking that occurs when individuals consider social issues is called informal reasoning or Informal Reasoning (IR). In informal reasoning, students conclude from uncertain premises as they ponder unstructured, open, and debatable problems with no definite solutions. Learners engage in informal reasoning when dealing with controversial social issues influenced by social norms and conceptually related to science (Zeidler et al., 2005). As stated by Topçu et al. (2010) that although the results of science can be presented in the language of formal reasoning and logic, the results of thinking itself come from informal reasoning. Individuals who engage in informal reasoning will contemplate causes and effects, pros and cons, and alternatives in addressing these social issues.

According to Sadler & Zeidler (2009), informal reasoning is individual, meaning that each individual in thinking about something must use the reasons that underlie these thoughts differently. Therefore, an initial study is needed to explore this and see the profile of students' informal reasoning. Based on the description of the problems in Informal Reasoning, a study is needed to see the profile of informal reasoning abilities in an area. The purpose of conducting this research is to describe the Profile of Informal Reasoning (IR) on Socio Scientific Issues (SSI) Problems of High School Students in Demak Regency. The results of this study are expected to assist teachers in determining the methods, instructional materials, and media that will be used to help students think critically and understand the subject matter being taught.

B. Method

The type of research conducted in this study is descriptive research. This research aims to describe the profile of Informal Reasoning (IR) on
Socio Scientific Issues (SSI) problems of high school students in Demak Regency. The place or location of this research was carried out in public high schools in Demak Regency, which were selected using the Proportionate Stratified Random Sampling technique to obtain 6 Senior High Schools and 4 Islamic Senior High Schools. The target of this research is class XI because it represents the character of high school students. The time of the research was carried out in May-August 2019.

The assessment instrument in the form of a test was used to obtain data on Informal Reasoning profiles for state senior high schools in Demak Regency. The test questions are in the form of multiple-choice questions and descriptions. The questions contain cases regarding HIV-AIDS, GMOs, and cloning. Each point's answer options for the multiple-choice questions contain one of the Informal Reasoning patterns. According to Sadler & Zeidler (2005), there are three patterns of Informal Reasoning: intuitive, emotive, and rational.

Table 1. Informal Reasoning (IR) Pattern Assessment Categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (Category)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rational (Category 3)</td>
<td>If the answers are logical, use scientific understanding and language, and consider the risks, benefits, disadvantages, and advantages. (various considerations).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emotive (Category 2)</td>
<td>Suppose the answer considers the emotional response of people related to the issue, concern, empathy, sympathy, and concern for the fate of those affected. (judgment based on the concern).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intuitive (Category 1)</td>
<td>If the answer is based on a hunch, the response is direct, often responds negatively, is personal, often precedes rational or emotional, and always leaves the results to God. (respond directly without considering anything)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Sadler & Zeidler (Venville, Grady J. Dawson, 2010)

The data collected was then carried out by a qualitative descriptive analysis by calculating the mean data. As additional data, observation,
and interview methods were used to obtain more in-depth information from respondents regarding issues related to research.

**C. Finding and Discussion**

Based on the data from the written test research in the form of multiple-choice questions regarding the Informal Reasoning ability of State Senior High School students in Demak Regency based on the pattern can be seen in the following table;

![Figure 1. Percentage of Informal Reasoning (IR) Ability of State Senior High School Students in Demak Regency in Each Pattern](image)

The biggest gain in Informal Reasoning Ability (IR) rational pattern is equal to 56.75%. Followed by emotive and intuitive, respectively, 27.4 and 24.2. The number of emotive and intuitive patterns that are quite a lot can be a plausible reason for the acquisition of National Examination results for the Science major in Demak Regency, which has an average of below 50 and even decreased from the 2016/2017 academic year to 2017/2018. Natural Science Education (IPA) emphasizes how to think and investigate or conduct experiments which are part of the nature of natural science as a way of investigating (Chiapetta, Eugene L & Koballa, 2010).
To learn more about the causes of the Informal Reasoning Ability (IR) scores of State Senior High School students in Demak Regency, we can analyze each in more detail at each school. The following is the Percentage of Informal Reasoning (IR) Ability of State Senior High School Students in Demak Regency in Each School

Table 2. Percentage of Informal Reasoning (IR) Ability of State Senior High School Students in Demak Regency in Each School

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School code</th>
<th>Informal Reasoning Pattern</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Intuitive</th>
<th>Emotive</th>
<th>Rational</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>93</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>110</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>171</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>75</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>121</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>147</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>58</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>127</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>54</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the Informal Reasoning ability test results for State Senior High Schools in Demak Regency, the highest average score was SMA H, with the largest achievement in the rational pattern, which was 56.75%. Meanwhile, the school with the lowest rational Informal Reasoning (IR) score was SMA G at 43.65%, with the most intuitive at 29.17%.

The Informal Reasoning (IR) study reports that several factors that influence reasoning are grouped into four main categories, namely personal experience, social considerations which can come from educational, economic, or religious aspects, moral-ethical considerations, and their attention to technological developments as they get involved in social issues. (Topcu et al., 2010)
Based on the observations, the teachers of SMA H had carried out problem-solving type learning. SMA H students also chose and liked reasoning questions because, with reasoning, students more easily understood learning according to their thoughts or opinions. According to Valanides (1997), the relationship between a person’s cognitive development stages with learning outcomes and reasoning abilities. Students with high cognitive development show better reasoning abilities and learning outcomes than others. Meanwhile, according to Bachtiar (Rayendra Wahyu, 2014), students with high problem-solving skills can value the aspirations of more effective student learning outcomes.

The same thing happened in SMA G for teacher learning using problem-solving methods, but students were still experiencing problems. This was possible due to other factors. If you look at the results of observations of infrastructure facilities, it is known that they look complete, such as green open spaces, laboratories, and classes; however, wifi internet access is not provided to all students. The existence of Wifi is
very important and closely related to learning outcomes. In his research, Hidayat, W. (2011) showed a positive and significant relationship between the intensity of using school Wifi facilities and student learning outcomes. Having wifi internet access opens opportunities for students to add reliable information so that students' reasoning is more rational.

In SMA C, there are more emotive patterns in Informal Reasoning (IR) than Rational and Intuitive patterns. Several external factors affecting students' emotions, such as social, cultural, and environmental factors, tend to be higher. External factors are factors that are outside the individual. According to Slameto (2010), social factors consist of the family, school, community, and group environment. The school environment is one of the social factors that can affect higher student emotive. The state of the school or school environment is an environment in which students learn systematically. These conditions include teaching methods, curriculum, teacher-student relationships, student-student relationships, and school discipline. The state of society will also affect students more because of their existence in that environment. Activities in society, the mass media, and friends hanging out can influence students; in interacting, many prohibit social norms and values about helping each other, admonishing each other, caring for others, cooperation, and other community values. Thus forming emotional intelligence. This follows the opinion of Fowler dkk (2019) that emotional intelligence develops from interactions in the community. Learning to improve emotional intelligence can be demonstrated in community activities, one of which is playing; when playing, a person will begin to learn to understand the existence of other people. Looking at the situation at SMA C, the activities seem thickest in terms of cultural factors. SMA C has a school culture that upholds the values of courtesy, responsibility, tolerance, and social care. In school activities such as habituation in life, nationalism songs are played, reading Asmaul Husnah before learning, and honesty canteen. So that with this culture, good emotional intelligence is formed in students and makes students able to use emotional patterns when facing a problem. Thus, when students present a socio-scientific problem, they use emotive rather than rational considerations. In addition to emotive
patterns, there are examples of attitudes given by the teacher to make students use their rational thinking and make considerations in their thinking to solve a problem they face. At the same time, the physical environment factors include school facilities, learning facilities, and climate.

E. Conclusion
Based on the results of research on the ability of Informal Reasoning Profiles of State Senior High School Students in Demak Regency, it can be concluded that overall they are in the rational pattern with a percentage of 48.40%, the emotive pattern is 27.46% while the lowest pattern is in the intuitive pattern with the percentage of 24.24%. Among the several factors that influence reasoning include personal experience, social considerations, which can come from educational, economic, or religious aspects, moral-ethical considerations, and their attention to technological developments as they are involved in social and technological issues, seen to be influential. As a suggestion, further studies need to be conducted to determine the extent to which these factors influence students' reasoning and learning outcomes. Meanwhile, teachers must continue to innovate to improve students' informal reasoning (IR) abilities to improve learning outcomes, especially in science.
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